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INTRODUCTION 

Biot's2 ' 3 fundamental relationships in the general theory of three~ 

dimensional consolidation have provided a basis for the coupled stress--fluid 

flow analysis of saturated deformable porous media1 •4 v 5 v 6 •8. Extension of 

such analysis to the entire flow regime (saturated-unsaturated) has recently 

been attempted by Safai and Pinder 7 • In their development, similar to the 

saturated case, the contribution to change in storage in the unsaturated state 

is derived from the skeletal deforn1ation and the fluid compressibility effects 

corrected for the effect of degree of saturation on the latter term only. 

However, the major contribution to the storage change in unsaturated state is 

from the actual dewatering of pores which does not appear in their governing 

equation. Ignoring the desaturation of pores, in view of its significance as 

compared to the skeletal deformation and the fluid compressibility effects, 

may lead to erroneous results. 

In this paper, along the lines of Biot's development, a general formula-

tion consisting of constitutive and governing relations for saturated-uns~tur-

ated flow in deformable porous media is presented. 

FORMULATION 

The basic equations governing the coupled stress and fluid flow behavior 

of saturated elastic porous media are introduced in Biot's2 ' 3 three-dimensional 

theory of consolidation. The constitutive relations and the governing equa~ 

tions are as follows: 

T .• = 2]Jeij + AOij c\9-ekJI, + ao .. 'IT } 1J 1J 

1 
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,(4) 

where T .. are the components of the stress tensor, 7T is the fluid pressure, 
lJ 

e .. are the components of the solid strain tensor, and r is the fluid volu~ 
lJ "' 

metric strain. 

The first two equations are the constitutive laws relating the seven 

components of stress, T .. and n, to the seven components of strain, e .. and r;. 
1J lJ 

Equation (2) is Darcy's generalized constitutive law and equations (3) and (4) 

are the fluid flow and static equilibrium laws, respectively. The above set 

of equations form the foundation for the analysis of hydromechanical phenomena 

in saturated deformable porous media. 

Although the extension of such analysis to the entire flow regime 

(saturated-unsaturated) might appear to follow immediately from the previous 

equations, the complete formulation can only be obtained from the physical 

considerations of the prevailing effects. 

Time rate of change in fluid mass content in a unit control volume of the 

unsaturated region consists of three different quantities of varying signifi-

cance 5 . Starting with the least important quantity, the fluid compressibility 

in response to changes of the very limited range of suctions, accounts for a 

fluid mass quantity of 
dn pfsf dn 

PfnsfS dt or -M- dt, where n, sf, and S are porosity, 

degree of saturation, and ccmpressibility of fluid, respectively. The second 

quantity is derived from the skeletal deformation of the medium. Depending 

upon the degree of coupling, any volume dilatation of the bulk causes a change 

in the degree of saturation of the unsaturated medium in the following manner: 

n + .. e .. 
1J 1J l + 

s' 
f a -o .. e .. 

n :LJ lJ 

a 
< 1- -o .. e .. ) 

n lJ lJ 
(5) 
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where sf is the modified value of the degree of saturation. Therefore, as a 

d first approximation, the value of p s (a6 e ) expre~-s"'s the deforma·· biJity 
f f dt ij ij - "' "' 

effect. Finally, the most 
dsf 

pores amounting to pf dt . 

important quantity is 'che actual dewat.ering of the 

This , when written in terms of the 

dependent variable n, yields pf Using the above expressions for the 

effects of fluid compressibility, skeletal deformation, and desaturation of 

pores, the proper cons·ti tutive laws can be established. The complete set. of 

relations for the of the s'cress and saturated-unsaturated 

fluid flow in defonnable media can be written as follows: 

= 2f1e .. + Ao .. oknekn + sfao .. 'IT 
~J l.J X, XJ lJ 

c;; = ·-sfao .. e. . + -M 'IT + nefTI 
lJ .lJ 

~t~ "' ( kKr ( n . + pfgz . ) ;) 
o n ,l ,.1 ,i 

} (6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where = "d1T , and is the relative permeability. It is important to note 

that in equation (6) is equivalent to the X value known in the soil mech-

anics literature as Bishop's Parameter. This parameter appears in the effec·-

tive stress formulation appropriating the contribution of the fluid pressure 

to the total stress value. 
dsf 

It is clear that in the saturated state, where sf = 1 and dn = 0, 

equation (6) changes to equation (1). Therefore, equation (6) applies 

out the saturated~unsaturated flow region for the entire range of fluid pres-

sure change. In unsaturated state, the third term of the second part of 
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equation (6), nefTI, expressing the desaturation of pores, plays a dominant 

role in fluid volume strain as compared to the other two terms. In the devel~ 

opment given by Safai and Pinder7 , it appears that the term accounting for the 

desaturation has been neglected. 

The set of equations developed above describes the constitutive and 

governing relations for saturated-unsaturated flow in deformable porous media. 

NOMENCLATURE 

f. 
2 

components of the body force vector 

g acceleration of gravity 

k intrinsic permeability 

M Biot's fluid storativity coefficient 

sf degree of saturation 

W, 
2 

fluid displacement vector 

z ,i 
elevation gradient 

a Biot's coupling coefficient 

s compressibility of fluid 

0 .. Kronecker's delta 
2] 

~ ~d A Lame constants 

n fluid viscosity 

TI 
,i pressure gradient 

pf fluid density 

ps mass bulk density 
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